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EFFECTS OF WING ELASTICITY ON THE AERODYNAMIC

CHARACTERISTICS OF A 45° SWEPI’BACK—WING—

FUSELAGE COMBINATION MEASURED IN THE

MGm 8-FOOT TRANSONIC TUNNEL ‘

By Robert S. Osborne and John P. Mugler, Jr.

. SUMMARY

A wing-fuselage configuration employing a wing with 45° sweepback
of the 0.25-chord line, aspect ratio of 4, taper ratio of 0.6, and NACA
65AO06 airfoil sections has been tested with identical aluminum and
steel wings at Mach numbers from 0.6 to 1.13 for angles of attack up to
20° to determine effects of wing elasticity. Dynamic pressures varied
from @O to 850 pounds per square foot.

The measured angles of wing-tip twist for the steel wing were
approximately one-third those for the aluminum wing. This resulted in
a maximum reduction in lift of 2 percent and a forward shift of the
aerodynamic center of 3 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord for the
aluminum wing-fuselage configuration as compared with the steel-wing—
fuselage configuration. These effects were causedby twist due to wing
bending rather than by twist due to aerodynamic torsional moments. Data
for the wing-fuselage combination employing the steel wing were essen-
tially free of aeroelastic effects for the conditions tested.

INTRODUCTION

.

The bending of a sweptback wing due %% fiositivelifting loads
introduces effective twist which results in progressively decreased
local angles of attack along the semispan from the root to the tip.
This decrease would be expected to cause reductions in lift and drag
and a forward inboard shift of the center of pressure. Some twist may
also be produced by aerodynamic torsional moments. Its effects depend
upon the location of the chordwise center of pressure relative to the
flexural axis of the wing.
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In reporting results of model tests of.
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sweptback wings, these”aerQ- ““ .
elastic effects are usually estimated by some theoretical method in
order that rigid-wing data may be presented. Relatively little infer:.
mation is available; however, on the actual””measured~ffects of wing _
elasticity. Consequently, in the course of “arelatively complete inves-
tigation of a wing-fuselage combination employing a wing with 45° sweey-
back of the 0.25-chord line, an aspect ratio of 4, a taper ratio of 0.6,
and NACA 65AO06 airfoil sections, which was conducted-in the,Langley
8-foot transonic tunnel, aluminum and steel models of;the wing were
tested in turn on the same body. Force and-moment.characteristics, %ase
pressures, and angles of wing-tip twist were obtained,

The general aerodynamic characteristics of the f~selage alone and
.

the configuration employing the”steel wing are reported in referen~e 1.
The aluminum-wing results are presented in this paper and are compared
with the steel-wing data for angles of attack up to 20~ at Mach numbers
from 0.6 to 1.13.
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SYMBOLS
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drag coefficient
—

lift coefficient ,=>—,

pitching-moment coefficient about 0.256 $,

.
.+

static longitudinal stability parameter _- .s -P

normal-force coefficient

wing span, in.

airfoil chord parallel to plane OY symmet~~” in.
..— --

wing mean aerodynamic chord, in.
.-...-

average wing chdrd’,*in.

wing-section normal-force coefficient

free-stream Mach number
-=

-.
m

base-pressure coefficient,
Pb-Po

q v
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PO free-stream static

% static pressure at

pressure, lb/sq ft

model base, lh/sq ft

q free-stream dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft

R Reynolds number based on 5

Y lateral distance from model center line, in.

a angle of attack of fuselage center line, deg

8 wing deflection perpendicular to wing-chord plane, in.

e angle of wing twist, deg (angle of attack of wing chord — a)
.

et angle of wing-tip twist, deg (angle of attack of wing-tip
, chord — a)

APPARATUS AND METHODS

Tunnel

The investigation was conducted in the Langley 8-foot transonic
tunnel. which is a dodeca~onal slotted-throat, single-return wind tun-* ,
nel operated at atmospheric stagnation
region of the test section occupied by

M uniform at all Mach numbers (ref. 2).

Model

pressties. ‘The flow in the
the model was satisfactorily

Each of the two wings tested had 45° sweepback of the 0.25-chord
line, an aspect ratio of 4, a taper ratio of 0.6, and NACA 65AO06 air-
foil sections parallel to the model plane of symmetry. One wing was
constructed of solid 14ST aluminum alloy which has a modulus of elas-

ticity of 10.3 x 106 pounds per square inch, and the other was solid

6150 steel with a modulus of elasticity of 30 x 106 pounds per square
inch. The fuselage was a body of revolution with a fineness ratio of
9.8. It was of hollow steel construction. Dimensions of the model are
shown in figure 1; further details are available in reference 1.

.
The two wings were tested in turn mounted on the center line of the

fuselage at an angle of incidence of OO. They were rigidly attached at
“ the wing-fuselage juncture (14-percent wing semispan station).
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Model Support System

The model was attached to an internal strain-gage balance at its
forward end. At its downstream end the balance was attached to an axial
support tube through couplings which were varied to keep the model close
to the center line of the tunnel at all angles of attack. A typical
support configuration is shown in figure 2._ — .-.—

The test Mach
to the pressure in

Measurements and Accuracy —

number was determined from a calibration with respect
the chamber surrounding the slotted..testsection and

was estimated to be accurate within HI.00S. . —

Lift, drag, and pitching-moment coefficientswere ”measuredby mearis
of a strain-gage balance located inside the.$uselage and were estimated
to be accurate within ti.02, iO.002, and ~0.004, respectively, through
the Mach number range. The regularity of the data and the ability to
repeat it on successive runs indicated that the above estimates were
conservative. The base-pressure coefficients were determined to within
iO.003 by means of a static orifice located on the side of the sting
support in the plane of the model base.

.,

The angle of attack of the model was measured by a cathetometer
sighted on a reference line on the side of the fuselage. It was esti-
mated to be accurate within i0.2°. The angles of wing:tip twist were--
determined from measurements of the angles of attack of the wing tip
obtained by sighting the cathetometer on a reference line at the tip.
Because of vibration of the tip and the relatively short reference line,
the accuracy of the angles of wing-tip twist was probably limited to
approximately tO.30.

.-

Test Conditions

The tests were conducted through a continuous Mach number range
from 0.6 to approximately 1.13. The dynamiclpressure varied from 400
to 8x) pounds per square foot (fig. 3(a)), and the Reynolds number based

.

. . ——
.

—

-..+= --- —

.-

—-.

.,

on the wing mean aerodynamic chord was of the order of-2 x4106 (fig. 3(b))..
The configuration with the aluminum wing was.tested atmgles of attack-
from -2° to 20° at intervals of-2° up to 12° angle of attack and 40 at
the higher angles. The steel wing was tested at intervals of 4° over the
angle range.

~-.
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CORRECTIONS

Boundary Interference

At subsonic speeds the slotted test section minimized boundary
interference effects such as blockage and boundary-induced upwash. At
Mach numbers from 1.04 to 1.10, boundary-reflected disturbances altered
the drag and pitching-moment coefficients as much as 0.002 and 0.005,
respectively, in some instances. However, the data plotted against Mach
number have been faired to eliminate these errors, and it is believed
that none of the general trends exhibited by the faired data or the
conclusions drawn therefrom were affected by these boundary-reflected
disturbances. The base pressures were probably influencedby boundary
interference at Mach numbers from 1.o6 to 1.10. No corrections have been
applied, however. A more detailed discussion of boundary-interference
effects on the present model is contained in reference 1.

Tares

By comparison with a tare investigation made on a similar model, it
was estimated that the presence of the sting reduced the drag coefficient
approximately 0.004 and increased the base-pressure coefficient on the
order
since
isons

*

+

of 0.1 (see ref. 1). No corrections have been applied, however,
they are approximate only and would have no effect on the compar-
presented herein.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Relative Effects of Bending and Torsion

Since the twist of a sweptback wing may be due to a combination of
wing bending and torsional moments, discussion of the results presented
herein requires an estimation of the relative contribution of each factor.

Consideration of the aerodynamic torsional moments calculated from
load distributions obtained on a wing-fuselage configuration with geometry
identical to the present model and employing a wing with structural prop-
erties similar to those for the aluminum wing (ref. 3) indicated that the
maximum twist due to torsion occurred at the highest test Mach number”sat
medium angles of attack. By employing a method outlined in reference 4,
the spanwise distribution of wing twist was calculated for the aluminum

. wing at angles of attack of 8° and 20° for a Mach number of 1.11. Loca-
tion of the effective root was determined from static bending tests and

.

8
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-.
a shear modulus of elasticity of 3.9 X 106 ~ounds per.square inch was

*

used. The results are shown in figure 4, which also includes the span-
wise variation of the location of the chordwise center of pressure wit-h

-

respect to the flexural axis.
..—*-.

—

As wcmld ’beexpected from ~he closeness of the centers of pre~sure
to the flexural axis, the twist due to”torsion was verQfsmall. The
value at the tip was only 0.13° at an angle of attack .Qf8° and 0.0’7°
at an angle of attack of 20°. Since the twist for.the-steel wing would
be only approximately 35 percent of that for the aluminum wing, it may
be assumed that, for the present wings, twist.due to aero~amic tor-
sional moments was negligible and the measured effects of elasticity
were due to wing bending only.

Wing-Tip Twist
— . —.

The measured angles or wing-tip twist for the al~inum and steel
wings are presented at constant angle of attack in figure 5. The negative
values indicated reductions in local angle of attack wi-threspect to the
wing root. Increases in the magnitude of the twist wit+ increasingMach
number were associated with outboard shifts in span loading and increases
in total wing lift. At constant Mach number the twist ‘increasedwith
increases in angle of attack up to 12°. At higher angles the changes in
twist were small because of reductions in lift-curve slope and inboard
shifts of spanwise loading resulting from the inward spread of the region
of separated flow at the tip. The unexpectedly low values of tip twist ‘*._
at an angle of attack of 20° are believed to be due to the measurement
inaccuracies previously discussed.

b.
Comparison of the tip twist for the two,wings indi~ated that the

values for the steel wing averaged approximately 32 percent of those
for the aluminum wing. The comparative rigidity of the steel wing was
shown by the twist not exceeding approximately -1° for lift coefficients
as high as 1.1; values for the aluminum wing were as large as -2.5°. —

Aerodynamic Characteristics
—

Lift coefficients at constant angle of attack and constant

.-

Lift.-
Mach number are compared for.the wing-fuselage configurationswith the
steel and aluminum wings in figures 6(a) and T(a), respectively. At Mach
numbers below 0.9 the differences in bending between the two wings had no
significant effect on lift UP t~ the highest angle of attack tested” For
Mach numbers above 0.9 the lift coefficients for the al~inum-wing con-
figuration were approximately 2 percent lower than those_for the steel- . Y
wing model at angles of attack above 60. The apparent still increase in
lift for the aluminum wing over the steel wing at an angle of attack Of 4° ...
(fig. 6(a)) was probably due to inadvertent differences in angle of attack. .

#
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. The measured differences in lift between the two wings were
than those predicted for the linear portion of the ltit curve by

7

smaller
the

theoretical method of reference 5. The latter method indicated reduc-
. tions in lift coefficient between the steel and aluminum wing-fuselage

combinations varying from 3 percent at a Mach number of 0.6 to 6 percent
at a Mach number of 1.11. Another estimation of the reduction in lift
was made by employing a calculated spanwise variation of wing twist and
weighting the reduction in local angle of attack with the local chord.
The change in effective model angle of attack was determined to be 49 per-
cent of the tip twist. Differences in the measured angles of wing-tip
twist for the two wings, considered over the linear portion of the lift .
curve, again predicted reductions in lift varying from 3 to 6 percent
for the aluminum configuration as compared with the steel configuration.
Although the differences between the measured and calculated reductions
in lift were relatively large, they were small in absolute magnitude and
are not considered to indicate a failure of these approximate theoretical
methods.

Drag.- For anglesof attack of 8° and above the drag coefficients
for the configuration with the steel wing were from 0.005 to 0.015 higher
than those for the aluminum wing (fig. 6(b)). This was due to the higher
lift for the steel wing, since the drag polars (fig. 7(b)) Indicated no
significant differences between the two wings. The slightly lower drag
coefficients for the aluminum-wing— fuselage configuration at low lift
coefficients, for example, would result in an increase in maximum lift-
drag ratio of only approximately 5 percent for the configuration in a

7* support-free, power-off condition (drag corrected for sting interference).

Pitching moment.- At positive angles of attack the larger tip twist
● for the aluminum wing resulted in more positive pitching-moment coeffi-

cients for the aluminum-wing— fuselage configuration as compared with
the configuration employing the steel wing (figs. 6(c) and 7(c)). This
was due to an inboard, forward movement of the center of pressure asso-
ciated with decreased local angles of attack near the tip.

The variations of the static-longitudinal-stabilityparameter with
Mach number (fig. 8) indicated that the aerodynamic center for the
aluminum-wing-fuselage configuration was approximately 3 percent of
the mean aerodynamic chord ahead of that for the steel-wing-fuselage
configuration for lift coefficients up to that at which the unstable
break in pitching moment occurred. The comparatively large forward
shift at Mach numbers up to 0.8 for lift coefficients from 0.3 to 0.6
may have been due to angle-of-attack effects on the separation vortex
which extends along the leading-edge of the wing for these test condi-

t tions (see ref. 1). The theoretical method of reference 5 predicted
over the linear portion of the lift curve a forward movement of the aero-
dynamic center for the alumimunwingwith respect to the steel wing which

.
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. .
varied from 0.7 percent of the mean aerod~”k,micchord at a Mach number
of 0.6 to 1.6 percent at a Mach number of 1.11.

At Mach numbers from 0.6 to 0.97 increased wing~lexibility had no
effect on”the pitch-up tendency (fig. 7(c)). At higher Mach numbers the
lift coefficient at which the unstable breiikin pitchjng moment occurred
was increased approximately 0.05 and some reduction in the abruptness of
the pitch-up was indicated at Mach numbers from 0.99 to 1.o6.

Base pressure.- Comparison of the base-pressure coefficients for
the configurationswith the aluminum and steel wings (fig. 9) indicated
no significant differences through the angle-of-attack and Mach number
ranges tested.

Significance of results.- “Byassuming that the aeroelastic effects
were proportional to the angles of wing-tip twist, it was indicated that
differences in the force and moment characteristicsbetween configurations ,
employing & completely rigid wing and the present aluminum wing would be
lx percent of those measured for the steel and aluminum models, whereas,
differences between data for the completely rigid- .an~the steel-wing
configurationswould be 50 percent of those for the models tested. As
compared with a wing-fuselage combination employing a rigid wing, then,
wing elasticity reduced the lift for the aluminum model a maximm of ““”
3 percent and shifted the aerodynamic center forward a%out 4.5 percent-
of the mean aerodynamic chord; whereas for the steel mgdel the lift was
reduced a maximum of 1 percent and theaero~namic center was moved for-
ward 1.5 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord.

.

Aeroelastic effects on the steel wing were appare~tly very small,--
and it may be concluded that essentially rigid-wing data are obtained
from solid steel wings with comparable or more favorab~e geometry and
mounting conditions when tested at stagnaticm pressures which are no
greater than atmospheric.

The significance of these results with reference to full-scale air-
craft is somewhat limited due to large differences in dynamic pressure
and wing structure. However, it is indicated that wing elasticity would
cause some loss in lift-curve slope and a forward shift of the aerodynamic”
center fdr a full-scale wing. The effects of elasticity in relieving the
abruptness of the unstable break in pitching moment would be of little
importance, at least for the present wing, since the relieving effect
occurred only at Mach numbers higher than those at which the most severe
pitch-up was encountered (see fig. 7(c)).

.
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. Theoretical Considerations

Spanwise deflection and twist.- By assuming the only structural
. deformation was that due to wing bending and using span-load distribu-

tions from reference 3, the spanwise variations of deflection of the
0.45-chord line and the angle of wing twist were calculated for the
aluminum and steel wings at a Mach number of 1.11 for angles of attack
of 8° and 20° (fig. 10). Although the spanwise distribution used applied
strictly only to the aluminum wing, it probably also approximated the
loading over the steel wing more closely than any available theoretical
method. The effective roots in bending and the moments of inertia of
the appropriate airfoil sections were determined by static bending tests
of the two wings.

Wing-tip twist.- The angles of wing-tip twist were calculated for
the two wings through the Mach number range of the tests for angles of
attack of 8° and 20° and are compared with the measured values in fig-.
ure 11. The data were in qualitative agreement, the changes in twist
with Mach number being generally predicted by the calculations. The
largest discrepancy between the magnitude of the measured and calculated
twist occurred for the steel wing at an angle of attack of 20°. A study
of the accuracy of the measured values and a comparison of the data at
angles of attack of 16° and 24° (ref. 1) with that at 20° indicated that
the disagreement was probably due more to inaccurate measurements of the
twist angles than to a failure of the theoretical method. It may be
concluded, therefore, that, if the span-load distribution is known, the

u changes in angle of attack along the semis~an due to wing bending may be
calculated wi~h a satisfactory degree of accuracy.

●
Effects of support location.- Moving the support location of a

sweptback wing inboard increases the twist over the outboard portions
of the wing and extends the spanwise extent of decreased local angle of
attack inboard. The effects of bending on the present wings were esti-
mated for a wing-alone testing condition by comparing the calculated
spanwise variation of twist for the wings mounted at the 14-percent-

-.

semispan station (fig. 10) with calculated spanwise variations assuming
the wings mounted at the root chord and not in the presence of the fuse-
lage. The results indicated that moving the support location 14-percent
semispan inboard increased the tip twist by 40 percent and the reduction
in effective angle of attack along the entire span by 75 percent. The
steel wing of the present tests, then, although being effectively rigid
when mounted on the fuselage, would probably exhibit appreciable aero-
elastic effects when supported at the plane of symmetry.

.
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CONCLUSIONS . -:

The following conclusions may be drawn from a wind-tunnel investi- ‘~ “ ~.
gation of-wing-fuselage combinations employing 450 sweptback wings con- ~ _
strutted of steel and aluminum at transonic-speeds: -. —

1. Aeroelasti.ceffects were due to wing bending.:Twist due to .. j .. _
aerod~amic torsional moments was negligible. — -..—.—

2. Wing twist for the steel wing was approximately one-third that . =
for the aluminum wing. The differences in twist resu~ted in a maximum
reduction in lift of 2 percent and a foriard shift-of.the aerodynfiic--- ““ :
center of 3 percent of the.mean aerodynamic’chord for%he aluminum-wing—
fuselage combination as compared with the steel-wing—juselage combina~ion.’

3. Solid steel wings with geometry and”mounting c~nditions co~parable . ~
with or more favorable than those of the present-wing’sare essentially
free of aeroelastic effects when tested at stagnation--pressureswhich are ‘ “ “=
no greater than atmospheric.

—
— .-

4. For conditions similar to those of these test6~ if the sp~”-l~ad ‘ -
distribution is known, the spanwise variation of wing +wist can be .ade- . : _
quately predicted. ._-

5. Calculations indicated that small inboard shif~s of the mountifi- -
location result in large increases in wing bending effects.

.
v

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
—

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics -:-
●.

Langley Field, Va.
—
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